Youth Violence

To be honest violence has never affected my life. I have never been bullied or anything that. I never bullied I never been bullied and I never got in a fight, but I have seen one. It was between my two friends “Steve” and “Ronny”. As they were going at it I tried to break it up and they still went at it. I wouldn’t say it affected my life but still. As far as I know violence has never affected my life so I don’t know what it feels like and I don’t want to and neither should any other people.

The causes of youth violence are plentiful. There are dozens of causes. Some causes of youth violence are rivalries, peer pressure, addictions to alcohol and drugs, possibly guilt, the process of a kid being bullied and he/she could become a bully, kids joining gangs, self-esteem issues, and etcetera. Lots of youth violence happens from these numerable causes. There are many, many other causes but these are the few I could name off the top of my head. These causes could make a person violent and that violent person could eventually make a person want to kill himself. Whether their part of a gang or they’re really angry or really depressed no one should ever be like that. Bullying is part of anger or being part of a gang. You could be violent because of where you live too. This because if you live in a place where there are “bad” people you slowly begin to become one of the “bad” people. You then fit in with the wrong crowd and become violent. You can also become violent by picking a lot fights. If you start a fight and win you might get cocky and you could start another one and if you win that fight you might keep doing it and get very violent. That wouldn’t be good. Another cause is if you’re naturally just a big jerk and you do violent things for just no reason. You would also might do violence for your own amusement. That wouldn’t be awesome at all.

What I would do to stop all of this youth violence is report this to the big man himself, the President. I would tell the President and see what he might do to stop all this unnecessary youth violence. I might also start a neighborhood watch to stop liquor sales and drugs. If that doesn’t work I don’t know what will. I might also tell the Mayor and see what he might do. I may even install super-secret cameras in every school my city. I would even install the cameras in neighborhoods too just to be safe. If children or teenagers ages 10-15 are caught rough-housing they will get just a “little” tour around the Juvenile Detention Center to see what will happen to them next time they fight. This idea would have to work and if not nothing will work. Now to be honest I ran out of ideas. Youth violence is very bad no child should ever contribute to it.